The Home Lab: A Photo Guide For Anatomy Lab Materials
Synopsis
The Home Lab is a collection of high quality, full-color photographs of human anatomy lab models and materials. It allows students to access models and materials beyond the scheduled meetings. The photography of instructional models and material is more useful and "student-friendly" than drawings or diagrams. Additionally, specific labels eliminate confusion and the need for additional tutoring. The Home Lab atlas provides the student with extensive coverage and labelling of the human systems.
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Customer Reviews
This book is worth it. I had to take A/P 1 ND 2 LAB. And this book was a life saver. The models in the book are identical to the models we used at school so it was a Great Study Supplement. I recommend any body that has to take this classes. Buy the book you want de disappointed.

I have taken Anatomy & Physiology 1 and 2, and this text was priceless! There were labed photos in this that were identical to the models in our labs, so I was able to study the models at home instead of staying after all of the time. This was so helpfull for the practical portion of tests, or just for understanding the basic structure. I highly recommend this book to any student in A&P.

This book seems like it could be a very helpful book. However in its current form it is hard to read. I paid over $30 for this book and it has so much writing in it I can't use this book to study. Very disappointed!
i used this manual for my anatomy and physiology labs in college and it greatly improved my grades. the numbers and descriptions made it clear exactly what i was looking at and the models in the book were close enough, some identical, to the ones we used in class.

These books were in perfect condition and I got them before the final due date. I always get great materials from . Thank you very much for carrying a great deal of items and making it easy to order. Thanks

I'm taking an Anatomy class & this book is so much better than the one recommended to us by the college. If you don't have alot of time to spend studying in the lab, this book is the next best thing!

This is an excellent tool to supplement your lab work in an anatomy class. The pictures are easily identified. Every student taking an anatomy/physiology class would benefit!!

This book was incredibly helpful in my Human Anatomy and Physiology I course (lab). I am almost sure that it will be just as useful in Human A&P II as well. You will not regret this purchase. Definitely recommended!
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